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Abstract. In the field of Human-Computer Interaction there is considerable          
awareness on diversity and inclusion. At the same time topics such as gender             
and race have become more prominent recently. One aspect that has received            
little attention, however, is the possible reproduction of real-world         
socio-demographic inequality structures through recommendation systems in       
fashion. To investigate gender-specific differences in recommender systems,        
we utilise data from Amazon and use quantile regressions to calculate what            
price differences exist for the recommended products concerning the primary          
product. Our results show a bias in recommended pricing premiums about           
addressed gender. While a higher price in comparison to the viewed product is             
charged for all genders, product recommendations for women generally show a           
higher premium than those for men (about 5% more at the median, ceteris             
paribus). This can be influenced by the starting price and the popularity of the              
product, i.e. the sales ranking.  
Keywords: GenderIT, Gender Price Gap, Recommendation Bias.  

1 Motivation 

Product recommendations are a relevant part of the shopping experience when buying            
clothes virtually [1]. The possibility to access similarly presented products in addition            
to the directly found items and to compare them simply and playfully offers             
advantages for users as well as for suppliers [2]. Sellers can present a wider range of                
products and potential buyers get better insights. In this respect, it is central for a good                
user experience that recommendations represent balanced alternatives. However, the         
question arises whether the underlying recommendation systems work in a          
non-discriminatory way as desired. From an HCI perspective this is especially           
important, because such factors undermine the idea of building systems that are            
equally accessible and usable for all. Here, aspects like gender [3, 4] and race [5] are                
becoming more and more part of the discourse and shape the thinking about what is               
socially expected when designing software. Accordingly, research on discriminatory         
patterns in established shops is necessary to learn about potential sources of bias and              
where to start when trying to minimise it, when engineering new software. One factor              
that has become prominent in recent years is the so-called "pink tax" [6-9], i.e. the fact                
that products for women as consumers have higher prices than their male equivalents.             



This factor is observed especially with popular products [10]. For example, a study by              
the consumer advice centre in Hamburg, Germany, showed that they found such            
patterns in online stores like Douglas and dm (drug store chains) [11]. This raises the               
question of whether recommendations on such sites also follow or even reinforce such             
pricing patterns or counteract this trend. In this article, we use a large product data set                
from Amazon [12, 13] to investigate to what extent such tendencies can be identified              
for the clothing industry. Our evaluation uses quantile regression models [14] to take             
into account the wide dispersion of the price premium and to obtain adequate             
estimates for the parameters. In this context we address the following research            
questions: 
Q1) How do price differences of recommendations to clothes differ according to the             
gender addressed? 
Q2) How does the interplay between addressed gender and popularity vary in terms             
of price? 
Q3) How does the interplay between addressed gender and original price vary in             
terms of price? 

2 Related Work 

Concerning the effects of gender-oriented pricing, Stevens et al. [8] show that despite             
the awareness of unequal treatment about prices, women are willing to buy them if the               
product signals sufficient affection. A comprehensive report on the extent of           
differences is provided by An der Heiden und Wersig [11] who find considerable             
differences in services such as haircutting. Here, only 11% of all providers would             
offer men and women the same prices for short haircuts. Also for clothes, specific              
offers like professional cleaning 68% would charge different prices. The authors           
provide similar results for the German market as previous studies on price differences             
for the USA and UK [15, 16]. Concerning possible bias in recommender systems,             
Ekstrand et al [17] show for the online book market that recommendations can have a               
gender bias, but differences depending on the underlying algorithm have to be taken             
into account. In principle, however, recommender systems could also help to           
counteract filter bubbles and not support them, as the work of Nguyen et al shows               
[18]. Such an effect is particularly relevant when personalised recommendations are           
considered, as these recommendations are of particular importance, also in          
comparison to recommendations closer to the people, such as "other customers also            
bought", as considered in this study. In relation to more general approaches, the             
branch of the investigation of fairness in recommender systems [19], which           
methodically deals with the reduction of bias has emerged. Depending on the area,             
bias can refer to socio-demographic characteristics [20] as well as undesirable           
patterns due to strong differences in popularity [21]. Possible approaches are           
punishing the corresponding model parameters if the bias is too strong [19]. While             
these approaches include a variety of areas of application the authors are not aware of               
any in-depth statistical analysis of gender bias for the field of fashion, which is              
especially interesting because pricing itself is analysed quite often [22-25]. 



 

3 Theoretical Background 

Pink Tax describes a circumstance, which assumes that a similar or the same product              
is offered with different prices for men and women. Often products for women are              
priced higher than those for men [10]. In addition to a price component, this is also                
reflected in the product range—for instance, when the choice of products for women             
is smaller [7]. A combination of signalling [10] and role theory [26, 27] can be used                
as a justification for the perceived use. Looking at signalling, it can be explained that               
the products offered are interpreted by the female buyers in such a way that the               
annotations made to the products give the impression of a gender connotation of the              
product [10]. Consequently, the purchase of pink products or objects "for Her", as an              
example, illusorily illustrates the affiliation to the group of "real" women [13].            
Consequently, the use of a gender-addressed object represents an act of legitimation            
of personal sexuality [10]. Duesterhaus et. al. conclude that correspondingly larger           
price differences should be found for publicly visible aspects such as hairstyles and             
feminine clothing [10]. Furthermore, when considering gender pricing, the specific          
role and public display of women [28] in the social and working environment must be               
taken into account. For example, the fear of potential disadvantages that may arise             
from the inadequate use of gender-specific, reputable clothing may encourage          
purchasing decisions for correspondingly gender-addressed products [10]. This can be          
applied to the consideration of additional recommendations in a way that the            
alternatives to a product define a range of acceptable alternatives. These are            
legitimised by the fact that the alternatives showed are either similar in nature,             
compatible, or serve the same purpose. Since the alternatives define a price range,             
they indicate which range of prices is acceptable for a given item. According to the               
expectations regarding the individual prices, products, which address women, should          
also show a right-shifted distribution of the prices of the recommended products. If             
these are popular products, there should also be a larger price difference, because it              
would be expected that these products would be used to meet social expectations and              
would therefore be bought at higher premiums. Consequently, a larger price premium            
can be expected for products addressed to women. Additionally, due to gender pricing             
for more everyday products, a larger difference should be found for more frequently             
demanded goods, i.e. in this case more popular items. In this respect, the following              
hypotheses are to be tested: 
H1) Products for women have more expensive recommendations than products for           
men. 
H2) The price difference is influenced by the popularity of the product. 
H3) The price difference is influenced by the price of the product. 

4 Methods 

For the evaluation, Amazon product data was used because the recommendations are            
presented explicitly and separately based on the current product under consideration.           
For the analyses, the recommender system data of UC San Diego [12, 13] with              
1,503,384 products was used, which include data such as a description of the item,              
price, product categories, brand, sales rank, and alternative clothing items          



recommended for the product. We calculated for all products the ratio from the             
average of the prices of the recommended products and the displayed products and             
named the result “Price Premium”. In this respect, the target value is a variable that               
has the value range [0, +∞]. Values > 1 indicate a more expensive recommendation,             
while values < 1 mean that the recommended products are cheaper than the selected             
product. Besides, information on the products was extracted from the stored product            
categories. Since clothing for young adults and children can also have other rules for              
consumption [29], only the categories "Women" and "Men" were used as indicators            
for the gender assignment of the products. Due to non-normality (p < 0.001,             
Shapiro-Wilk-Tests), non-parametric methods were chosen. To test the hypotheses,         
quantile regression models were used, which on the one hand allow to relax the              
underlying distribution assumptions and on the other hand are robust against outliers            
and thus are often applied in pricing research [14, 30-32]. For the calculation,             
interaction effects between the addressed gender and the sales rank were taken into             
account. Furthermore, the price of the original product and interactions of the original             
price with the addressed gender were considered in the modelling to test for general              
pricing effects.  In this respect the unrestricted model can be written as: 
 

β β ender β ankQτ (P remium )i =  0 (τ ) +  1 (τ ) G +  2 (τ ) R +   

                  β ender ank  β rice β ender rice ε    3 (τ ) G * R +  4 (τ ) P +  5 (τ ) G * P +  (1) 

Where 𝜏 is considered for the values 0.1 - 0.9 and are           …, ββ0 (τ ) , β1 (τ ) ,   5 (τ )   
calculated accordingly as the result of a minimization problem for the estimated value             
of 𝜏. 

5 Results 

Regarding the used variables we observe a high dispersion in Price, Price Premiums,             
and Ranking with a high right skewness. The mean price is around 34$ and the mean                
price premium is around 1.28 which indicates a surplus of about 28% for             
recommendations. Regarding the addressed gender we observe 244908 products for          
women and 140117 products for men. The descriptive analysis of the variables            
addressed gender, sales rank, price and average recommended price show bivariate           
relationships of varying strength and direction. If we look at possible differences            
according to gender, significant differences between the addressed genders can be           
seen for both the price and the price difference between product and recommendation.             
A Mann-Whitney U test shows that the median of products for women (Mn = 22)               
surpass those for men (Mn = 21.6) on a significant level (W = 3649143244, p =                
0.0004). The same is observable for the distribution of the price premiums.            
Accordingly, a Mann-Whitney U test shows that female products (Mn = 1) surpass             
products, which address men (Mn = 0.988) on a significant level (W = 2622305840, p               
< 2.2e-16). The usage of quantile regression lines reveals a negative relationship in             
the graphical representation of ranks against premiums. It is important to note here             
that this effect can only be differentiated for ranks > 100 and that the sample contains                
too few products addressed to women. Otherwise the pure plotting of the observations             
does not show a clear direction when ignoring the addressed gender.  



 

Testwise, we observe the same effect as in Figure 1 (right side). Our calculations              
using spearman rank correlation tests indicate that there is a significant relationship            
between the premium and the sales rank (rs = .13, p < .001).  
 

 

Fig. 1. Relationship between (Sales) Rank and Price Premiums. Left side displays the             
distribution of observations on a log-log scale to account for high dispersion. Right side shows               
the results of gender-facetted quantile regression smoothening. The lines symbolise the 10 %             
quantiles within a gender (F = Female, M = Male), which are displayed in different colours. 

 

Fig. 2. Relationship between Price and Price Premiums. Left side displays the distribution of              
observations on a log-log scale to account for high dispersion. Right side shows the results of                
gender-facetted quantile regression smoothening (F = Female, M = Male) like figure 1. 

Looking at the regression model the available number of observations for the test             
variables differ highly, which leads to a usable sample of 150919 observations for the              
model. For 𝜏 = 0.5 (median), a significant effect on the parameter "For Men" (𝛽 =                
-0.014, 𝑝<0.001) can be observed. Considering the other variables, continues to           
increase and finally has a value of 𝛽 = -0.053 (𝑝<0.001). 



This means higher prices for female targeting products ceteris paribus. A positive            
significant effect (p < 0.001) can be shown for the interaction with the starting price,               
which has an effect of 𝛽 = -0.0004, which shows a dependency of the gender effect in                 
relation to the original product price. Looking at the variable Sales Rank (1000s) a              
negative significant relationship (𝛽 = -0.001, 𝑝<0.001) can be observed. This means            
unpopular products tend to have lower gendered differences in price premiums ceteris            
paribus. A similar picture is shown when the calculation is carried out for all values of                
𝜏. Here, for all considered values of the parameter "For Men", an effect significantly              
different from 0 is shown concerning the difference between the product and            
recommended products. A similar effect can be observed for price and rank. A more              
differentiated effect can be determined for the interaction terms. Here significant           
positive effect can be seen for larger values of 𝜏. This can be interpreted to mean that                 
for very high price differences, other variables (e.g. discounts) may be more            
important. In order to check the influence of brands, the average brand prices and the               
quantiles of the average prices of the brands were checked. Here, no relevant             
differences were found about the parameters. In summary, the results indicate a higher             
price premium for female targeting products, which depends on the original price and             
the popularity. 

 

Fig. 3. Parameter estimations of for the unrestricted model (see methods section) for given 𝜏.      β            
The area around the estimates shows the 95% confidence band. 



 

6 Discussion 

Our results show a significant difference in the prices of recommendations depending            
on whether the product is addressed to men or women. The effect is slightly              
determined by the starting price and the popularity of the product. However, there are              
large differences in the quantiles of the distribution of the premium. While smaller             
and medium price differences according to gender are rather little influenced by the             
other variables considered, these factors show an influence on the gender difference,            
especially for higher-priced and less popular products. In this respect, the addressed            
gender seems to make a difference, but this is not suitable to explain extreme              
differences such as > 78% (90%-quantile) premium alone. Following H2, interactions           
have to be considered here. In this respect, the argument of a broadly observable              
pricing strategy differentiated according to gender show that even in the case of a              
large provider, corresponding discriminatory structures can still be found. Another          
effect is that the coefficients are not much lower for popular products, which shows              
that such effects are not only relevant for fringe group interests, but also meet the               
casual shopper. One aspect which is put forward here in defence is that products for               
women are not directly comparable to products for men, as there might be differences              
in quality or products might not be comparable due to other characteristics. In this              
case, the algorithm used already constitutes a space of products that can be considered              
as comparable. Additionally, for clothing that is mass-produced there should not           
normally be any major differences in production costs [11] and as checked before, the              
effect is not affected much by the chosen brand. 

7 Limitations 

We showed that fashion recommendation systems have the potential to reproduce           
sexist pricing strategies. Further research is needed with respect to recommendation           
algorithms [33, 34, 35]. Especially the consideration of the different brands suggests            
very different gender orientation bases, even if recommendations also include clothes           
outside the considered label [36]. The data set used here offers little comparable meta              
information about the products and buying behaviour. Further research should explore           
other relevant background factors in greater depth and compare between different           
suppliers. Besides, the focus was only on items of clothing that were explicitly             
identified by Amazon as for men or women. Here, image recognition and natural             
language processing methods can help to classify the target groups more precisely to             
further increase the number of cases on the one hand and to reduce potential selective               
failures due to designation errors on the other. 
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